### Bulletin Details

**Description:**
Silicon Labs is releasing Datasheet v1.31 for Si3402. The changes include clarification to external capacitor values on the ISSOSFT pin description in Pin Descriptions, Table 11.

If you have questions about this change, please contact your Silicon Labs sales representative. A list of Silicon Labs sales representatives is available at [www.silabs.com](http://www.silabs.com).

**Reason:**
Simplified ISOSSFT pin description in Pin Descriptions, Table 11.

**Product Identification:**
- Si3402-A-GM
- Si3402-A-GMR

**Customer Actions Needed:**
The customer is encouraged to utilize the correct capacitor value guidance in Figures 1 and 2, and Tables 7 and 8, as well as in reference design commentary in the Si3402 Evaluation Board User Guides.